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SPRING INTO WRITING!
We hope you're feeling refreshed and looking forward to
a season of renewal now that winter is nearly over. Let's
get ready to create anew as we transition into the next
part of 2020.
In this newsletter, you'll find out how to join our next
remote writing workshop, improve your writing
experience by spending time outdoors, and reinvigorate
your brainstorming process with images.
Happy Writing!
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REMOTE WORKSHOP STARTING 3/22
Spring is all about getting out there and enjoying what the
world has to offer. You may often think of this in terms of
nature, but it applies to your creative ambitions as well.
Sometimes, getting out there means stepping out of your
comfort zone and taking a chance on sharing the products
of your creative effort. Here at Provisional Pen, we know this
isn't always easy, so we offer remote writing workshops
where you can present your work and receive feedback in a
supportive and confidential environment. We hope you'll
join us for our upcoming five-week workshop Sundays from
8-9:30 pm EST, starting March 22.
Remember, the $325 workshop fee includes five weeks of
free access to Provisional Pen's online membership site,
where you'll find additional resources.

To register for the
weekly remote
workshop that
begins on 3/22,
please visit our
Shop.
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WRITING TIP
OF THE MONTH
TAKE IT OUTDOORS
Now that spring is nearly here, you may be

easier and less time-consuming. Just be sure that

finding more opportunities to enjoy a change of

your battery is charged or you'll be able to charge

scenery. Why not take your writing with you as

it wherever you're going. You'll also want to carry

you venture outdoors? You might be surprised at

your device in a padded, protective bag and be

how productive writing in a different setting can

careful not to damage it.

be, and it doesn’t have to involve a lot of change
to your normal writing process. Here are some

Smartphone

convenient options for writing on the go:

What fits in your pocket and can be used for
more than just chatting, texting, and browsing the

Notebook and Pen/Pencil

Internet? That's right; your smartphone could help

If you'd really like to get back to basics and go

you write wherever you are. The phone is really

low tech, this is the method for you. Handwriting

your most portable tech option because it's so

works well for journaling, but you can use the

small. Plus, with a free program like Google Docs,

technique for anything, really. Notebooks and

you can work on your writing as you sit on a

writing utensils can be inexpensive, so that's an

bench by a pond, enjoying the scenery, and

added benefit. Just find the best sized notebook

access it on your computer at home later. You

for what you're working on and where you plan to

already carry it with you, so it's convenient. Other

store it (pocket vs. bag, for instance), pack a few

than making sure the battery is charged or

writing instruments (in case a pen runs out of ink

chargeable, there's not really any advanced

or a pencil breaks), and you're all set. Plus, it's not

planning required. Again, as with any electronics,

the end of the world if you drop a notebook on

be careful with your device and maybe invest in a

the ground, whereas that could result in disaster

good protective case.

when it comes to other writing tools.
In addition to choosing your writing tools and
Laptop/Tablet

techniques, you'll need to find a place that works

Most people do a lot of writing on computers, so if

for you, whether your own front porch or a nature

you have a laptop or tablet, that's an option.

preserve. Whatever you choose, don't be afraid to

Typing can be quicker than writing by hand, and

try using various tools and writing in different

when you're working in a word processing

outdoor settings for a creative boost.

program, revising and editing are typically much

For more inspiration, read "Step
Outside: Creative Benefits of
Nature for Writers."
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INSPIRATION
BRAINSTORM WITH IMAGES
We often relate to the world through images,

appropriate collection.

and they can inspire certain emotions and
mindsets. For example, looking at a photo of a

Let's say you want to write a cozy mystery set at

favorite vacation spot might help you relax. Or,

a lakeside cabin. You could start by searching for

you might see an image that sparks creativity

images of lakeside cabins and get more specific

and helps you come up with ideas for a project.

from there: furnishings and decor for different

Whether you enjoy your current brainstorming

rooms, a dock with furniture, maybe even

method or you're looking to change it up,

something to inspire the boat your characters

working with images could make the process

will use. Seeing and choosing these images gives

more interesting.

you a more tangible basis for the descriptions
you'll include in your project and even for setting

And, there's a really convenient way to do it:

moods. Maybe you'll include some weather

Google Collections. If you're signed in to your

photos to inspire different parts of the story.

Google account in the Chrome browser and set
up to sync between devices, you can create a

However you decide to bring images into your

collection, add to it, and view it whenever you'd

brainstorming and prewriting activities,

like. Or, start with a Google Images search, click

remember to have fun. There's no pressure; just

on the image you want to save, click the "Add to"

relax and see what you can create.

option, and create your new collection. Then,
whenever you want to add a new image, just
click on it, select "Add to," and choose the

For more on describing outdoor settings,
check out "Paint with Words: Writing
Landscapes."
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